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INrnooucrroN
To fully understand such a slippery term as postmodernism, a central concern of this paper, the

movementt literary and philosophical characteristics need to be examined. The Cambridge Dictionary of
Philosophy describes the movement as a "complex set of reactions to modern philosophy and its presup-

positions rather than any agreement on substantial doctrines" (634). As such, postmodernism rejects

grand narratives emphasizing eclecticism and challenges realism.

Postmodernists utilize parody, irony, and playfulness to depict a world characterized by heightened
self-awareness where realiry is constructed inside the individualt mind. Postmodern writers adopt this
solipsistic view, believing that readers are, in a way, trapped inside their own minds. According to David
Foster 'Wallace, this outlook leaves us alienated from experiencing the full range of human emotion,
parricularly human compassion.

'Wallacet 
Brief Interuiews with Hideous Men (BIHM takes on the idea of solipsism prevalent in

postmodern human relationships. The book has been considered by critics as "a decisive and articulate
recapitulation of \Wallace's...characteristic themes, including depression, solipsism, community, [and]
self-consciousness" (Boswell 182). The question which this paper will address is, how can'Wallace write
out of the postmodern milieu to form an escape from the very isolation of that milieu? As novelist Bell

noted, "Wallace has assumed the mission of seizing the methods of metafiction while rejecting its self-

refexive ends" to say "something serious and sincere about the world" (Bell).

Wallace acknowledges that "part of being a human self is suffering...[Bud we all suffer alone in the

real world [where] true empathyt impossible" (McCaffery 1). He believes that "fiction's purpose is to

give the reader...imaginative access to other selves," for it is through fiction that we can "identi$, with
a character's pain," achieving a "nourishing [andJ redemptive" uniry which makes us feel "less alone"
(McCaffery 1).

'While 
the postmodern outlook on the current world situation is bleak, Vallace defines good

art as "art that locates and applies CPR to those elements of what's human and magical that still live and

elorv despite the times' darkness" (McCaffery 6). To do so,'Wallace "weaves a thick sardonic skein of iro-
nv inro his work...hopfingJ to satirize 'everything that is clichdd and...banal'...to show the presence of
actual human beings," pushing readers to escape solipsism through care and concern for another (Star).

BIHM is a collection of rwenry-three short stories connected through the sustained theme of
intervier.r,s of characters who embody narcissism and depression- symptoms of a postmodern world.
In his work, 'Wallace focuses on the characrers' desire to obtain genuine unself-conscious understanding

and communication in a deeply self-aware and media-saturated contemporary culture.

This essaywill explore the question of how it is that W'allace employs postmodern devices not
onlv to criricize the culturally derived attitudes of contemporary culture, but also to connect with read-

ers ro ger them to move beyond their solipsistic natures towards finding new and more truthful versions

ot thc u'orld. lb that end, I will examine the short stories "Forever Overhead," 'Adult \X/orld (I)" and
' IIr." along rvith selected interviews from Brief Interuiews with Hideous Men.
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*Fonrwn OwnHeao"
In the short story "Forever Overhead," a boy experiencing the earlv onset o[puberw asks to go

to the pool on his thirteenth birthday. The piece is essentiallv a coming-of-age sron'told in the second
person dramatizingayoung boy's plunge from the high dive as his fall from childhood innocence into a

more fractious state of "true adult sadness" (Boswell 3). However, \Tallace challenges the convenrional
structure ofthe genre to illustrate how sexuality and self-consciousness are inextricablv inrerrwined.

Vithin "the past half year," the boy has sprouted "hard curled hairs around .his] privates" and
"grown into [the] new fragiliry" of pubescence (5). Fittingly, he also discovers rhar -girl-s'omen" have

curves "totally unlike [his] own," with their "mysterious weights" and "immoderate sr,r'ells- (8). During
his hormone charged afternoon by the pool, the teenage boy is unsure why he had -s'anted ro come
alone," but decides to leave the shallow childrent pool to join the adults at the high dive t6t. .\long rvith
his emerging sexualiry the newfound desire for solitude indicates that he is developine a stare of self-
consciousness, one where he experiences an inner division berween himself and orhers.

The long line to and slow climb up the ladder represents the maturation process rvhere the
adolescent learns more about the world around him and "see[s] the whole thing" from his 'overhead"

perch on the high dive (l l). Overwhelmed with trepidation and wary about the fates of "people r*'ho'r'e

gone before [him]," he is hit with the revelation that the board will send him "someplace which irs own
length keeps [him] from seeing," catapultinghim into the unknown of true adulthood (12-13). The

adolescent yearns to stay "forever overhead" on that board, to remain in a moment suspended in time
berween stasis and change, innocence and cynicism, consciousness and self-consciousness.

\X/hile paralyzed in a state of self-doubt, he realizes that the process of taking the plunge is

unavoidable as it is "part of a rhythm that excludes thinking," like "a machine that moves only forward"
with "no reverse gear" (8,13,15). He can only follow in the footsteps of countless "people with real

weight" who have jumped before him, whose only remnants are "two dark spots" at the tip of the diving
board (14).

The story ends with his irreversible plunge into the pool, a one-way drop into violence and
change "like a stone down a well" ( 1 2). The boy "disappears into a well of time" where he will become
a different being (15). Wallace portrays the young boyt plunge into water/time to represent the post-
modern individualt inevitable initiation into the 'Adult !7'orld," a place where childhood innocence

will evenrually be displaced by experienced self-consciousness. W'allace shows us that world in all its
narcissistic self-consciousness in his rwo part story, 'Adult \7orld (I)" and 'Adult \7orld (II)."

'Aourr \7onlo"
In titling this story simply'Adult \7orld (I)" and 'Adult W'orld (II)," Vallace tacidy refers the

reader back to the second story in the collection, "Forever Overhead" wherein leaping off the diving
board the boy moves ineluctably into the world described herein. Absence of names of characters or
events from the title suggests that this world is every adultt world in one way or another, including the

readert. The author does not allow the reader to enjoy the status ofa mere passive observer, who enters

narcissistically into someone elset world, but ensures that she is constantly aware how she is both in the

story (A.W'. (I)), and outside it (A.\X/. (II)), clearly a postmodernist writert liberry in breaking do*'n rhc

walls of narrative decorum.
'h.\7. (I)" makes the reader echo the excessive sexual and self-conscious concerns *'hi;h er-

f ict rhe postmodern individual. This time, \Tallace assumes the viewpoint of Jeni, a "\'ouns r* iti- * ho

worries that "her technique in making love" with her new husband "was somehos hard on his thin-
gie" (162). To expose the incomplete lives devoid of genuine compassion led br-rhe married couple.

Vallace reduces the narrative to a mere sketch by casting'Adult Vorld (ll)" in thc tbrm of authorial
notes. Through this skeletal structure, he also emphasizes the vicious ironv in hor,r' the reader. rvho is
"marooned in her own skull," actually experiences the same isolarion of the characters (\{cCaffen' I ).

"A.\7. (l)" introduces the newlywed anonymously as an "immarure... iand] emotionalh' labile
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young wife" who sometimes "berated herselFtbr her insecurities" (165-6). Initialll,, ir seems as though
Jeni is a selflessly considerate lover, unfalterir-rg in her arrention to try and change {tor her husband's
pleasure. However, it is revealed that "her irrational worry that somerhing was wrong rvith her" is sim-
ply a rwisted form of selfishness (162). Throughout the piece, rnuch focus is placed on describingJer.ri'.s
obsessive self-analysis lr.hich prever-rts her from cornpletely enjoying the "revelational pleasure of coming
together as close as two married bodies could comc" (162). She is constantly bothered by "worries...

[that are] all about l.rerself" and suspects that "the whole problem could be just in her head"(163-4).
-[o 

Jeni, the problem is "irnpossible to sort out ration:rlh' in her rnind," rnd evcrr more impossible to
"explain in any rational way" to he r husbancl, le:n'ing her fieline "alone ancl trappecl in her rvorry" (166).
As a posrmoderr-r ir-rdividual, she is irnprisoned s'ithin herself l)\' hL.r recrrrsivc self-doubr rrakinq her
ir-rcapable of selflessly engaging in the intirlecv of lor crrr.rkinq.

?

By aclrnirtir.rs that "shc f'elt that her liar was selfish," ]eni attemprs to justifr hcr "ar.rxicry rrbour
lr'hethcr [her l-rusbancl] cnjoyeci lhimsclfl" trnd clcsperatc neecl rc'r "srop worrving:rncl fbel more sure rhrlr
their sexIife together plcased hitn as rnuch as it pleasccl her'" (1(r7). As her self-conscior-rsrrcss cscalrrtcs.
lvc fbllorv her through hcr vet'ious itttempt\ to overcome thc problem, includ.ine l-rer rrip "out ro ,{clulr
\World... Ito btrv] a Dilclo" so she coultl secretlr' "pr:rctice hcr oral sex techniclue" on it ( 16:i). _fcni tonrcs
to believe that "eirhcr sonrething Iis] really wrong with hcr, or sornerhing lisJ *,rcng rrith her fbr irre-
tioliallv u'orrvirtg abor,tt lvhcthcr sor-nething Iis] wrong with her," a recursive concltrsi6r.r rl-rer "pr.rl<e 

ls]
rcllections ol' itsclf irrsicle itsell " (170). -Ihis selF-reflexive srream oF inconclusiyc 'loqic' onlr nrakcs

-[eni tecl "ittcrcesinglv ortt olcontrol" ancl lrall "dceper and deeper insicle he rsclf rrntl insirlc he r utlrrr'...
Ibeconring] nrorr: irn(l nrolc unh:rPPr," the nevcr-er-rcling dilcnrrna of postnro.lcnr irrtlii itluals ( lll,l-6).
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Eventually, she "make[s] the frantic humiliating call" to her previous boyfriend to ascertain if
he had "imagin[ed] making love with other women during their lovemaking together" ( 165,179). Jenit
suspicions that her husband also has a "secret, impenetrable part to his character that fantasizes about
lovemaking with other women" communicates the impossibiliry of true empathy, as even the great

physical intimary involved with lovemaking cannot join rwo lovers in complete emotional understand-
ing (180).

Thus'Wallace breaks offwith'4.\f. [)" and moves into'A.\f. (II)," Il] bur instead of 6nd-
ing the same narrative voice with its established proximity as was mediating the story in 'A.V. (l)," the

reader turns a page and suddenly it has become permeable. -Wallace pokes his head up as though to re-

mind her suddenly that it is, after all, only a story; the narrative is merely being mediated by the authot
and in the end, the reader will be alone, simultaneously aware of her passive spectation, as well as her

need to actively try to bridge the gap between the two modes of narration. Here, the text reads like a

writert notebook, abandoning all artifice of realiry in demanding that the reader "work hard to access

the pleasures" that rVallacet fiction affords (McCaffery 2). This section, then, articulates most explicitly
and unavoidably what postmodern methods 'Wallace employs to communicate his larger purposes to
the reader.

'S7hat those purposes entail, \Tallace reveals, is in part "to aggravate the sense of entrapment
and loneliness and death in people, to move people to countenance it, since any possible human re-

demption requires us first to face whatt dreadful, what we want to deny'' (McCaffery 12). Wallace

brings about this effect by "trying to prohibit the reader from forgetting that shet receiving heavily

mediated data, that this process is a relationship berween the writer's consciousness and her own, and

that in order for it to be anything like a full human relationship, she's going to have to put in her share

of the linguistic work' (McCaffery l2-3). Here is where we comprehend what lVdlace means bv applr-
ing CPR to art where he is "trying somehow both to deny and affirm tlat tle writer is over here with
his agenda while the readert over there with her agenda" (ibid l3). The paradox is committed when

the writer at one and the same time allows "the reader to sort of escape self by achieving some sort of
identification with another human psyche...and also trying to antagonize the readert inruition that she

is a self" (I3). \7.hile \Tallace does not believe that the paradox can be resolved, he does believe that "it
can somehow be mediated-'re-mediated,"' right at the place 'where post-modernism rears its head"

f61 *1s v/1i1s1-"by the fact that language and linguistic intercourse is, in and of itsell redeeming" (13).

The real irony here is that while the reader is suddenly aware of her alienation from the text,

having been divorced from her passive spectation by the intrusion of the writer, she is now in a position

to remedy her loneliness by putting the book down and joining the community of others populating her

real world. tVallace layers that irony with his conclusion to Jenit story of deepening self-consciousness

and isolation. To quote Yeats, she ends up in the "foul rag-and-bone shop" of her own mind, making

a conscious choice to love herself by making love to herself thus enclosing herself completely in her

solipsism.

Bnrr,r INrBnuE\ns wrrH Hropous MnN
The title work, Brid Interuietas with Hideous Men, consists of eighteen interviews with men

split into four sections interspersed throughout the story cycle. The forms of the interviews themselves

are varied: some are one-sided dialogues of arguments between lovers; others are dramatic monologues

of males responding to a series of unspoken questions; sdll others are dialogues berween male speakers

from "overhead" conversations. tWhile all of the "brief interviews" share the same question and answer

format, readers never see the actual questions being asked, only the stark denotation "Q" in place of ab-

senr queries. By using this structure, \Tallace thrusts the reader into the role of the interviewer, making

her a character rhar is a part of and "inside" the story itselfl In this way, Wallace enables readers to in-

teracr directly with the procession of "hideous men" who relate stories of their callous behavior towards

women. From a one-armed misogynist who uses his deformiry to trick sympathetic women to sleep with
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him to a lothario whose pick-up techniques parallel those of a serial killer, the men are conceited, narcis-

sistic, and brutal in their treatment of women. Not only do they openly discuss their experiences, many

even try to mitigate the cruelry of their actions by confessing to their own awareness of its hideousness.

Penr r: B.I.#oz
Throughout the interviews, the "hideous meri' frequently feign complete openness-an iron-

ic, media educated, and self-aware pose-as they understand exactly how critical honesry is to manipu-
late the judgments and reactions of their "audience." In B.I.#02, a one-sided dialogue takes place where

a man tries to justi$, the act of leaving his lover by rurning it into a plea for her to empathize with his

complex personaliry. Explaining that he is leaving because "his relationship record indicates a guy whot
bad news," the male is aware of his own faulry tendenry to "[come] on very fast and hard in the begin-
ning of a relationship...to make [women] truly believe [he is] in love" and then having a "sort of sudden

reversal of thrust" in which he "find[s] ways ro pull away [and] back awat'' (91,95).

Amid his excessive assertions of "honesry" the male is self-conscious to the extent that he freely

declares every contradiction in his technique of "trying and be honest instead of dishonest," pointing
out that "itt even possible that [his honesryJ here trying to head off the pattern of sending out mixed
signals and pulling away is just another type of pullingaway' (99). Vallace ironizes the speakert self-

reflexive examination of his narrative, making it clear that it is really only a show.

Nevertheless, the speaker attempts to redeem himself by suggesting that he is "becoming more
able to understand...and be honest with [him]self" and never had any "evil" intent of "lying to [wom-
en]" (96). His act of "rationalizing" the dishonesry of his relationship history reveals that he is "some

kind of psychopath who can rationalize everphing...to delude himself into believing he cares so that he

can continue to see himself as a basically decent guy'' (97). His leaving becomes a plea for her sympathy
to understand that he is "trying as hard as [he] can to love [her]...[and is] terrified [he] cant love" (98).

Ultimately, what he worries about most is not about how he is going to hurt her, but about "being

constantly afraid of what [she is] thinking all the time," a defining characteristic of hyper-self-conscious

individuals unable to escape from the recursivity of their own obsessive thought (99).

Clearly, readers can see that the speaker does not deserve such sympathy: the only goal ofhis
"honesty" no matter how repetitive and self-conscious is deception. By exposing the "hideous" mant
true motive to deceive, \Tallace's jest becomes obvious: the man deceives by telling the truth, bringing
irony full circle, ironizing irony. And even though our natural sympathy is inclined towards the woman,
'Wallace 

ironically challenges us ro empathize with the man's "hideousness" with the belief that by do-
ing so, "we can then more easily conceive of others idendfying with our own" pain and feel "less alone

inside" (McCaffery l).

Penr z: B.l.#zo
\Tith Wallace's bleak postmodern dramatization of a solipsistic, passive sociery one begins to

doubt that the postmodern individuals represented by characrers in the book are capable of empathy.

However, it is evident in B.l#20 that Wallace remains true to his motive of creating "good fiction' to
depict the narcissistic world influenced by postmodern constructs and at the same time "illuminate the
possibilities for being alive and human in iC' (McCaffery 5).

Concluding BIHM, the last lengthy interview is a critical piece that serves as a culmination
of all the devices and themes which have been made prominent in previous interviews. The narrative is
once again a one-sided dialogue where a male engages with a silent female questioner. The speaker relates

how he, a "reasonably experienced, educated man," intended to approach a woman with a "strictly one
night objective" but ended up "fall[ingl in love with her" after she "related the story ofthe unbelievably
horri$,ing incident in which she was...nearly killed" (287-289). Like all the other "hideous" men, he

is marked by his self-consciousness. Declaring that he is "aware of how all this sounds," but has "no

choice but to be brutally candid" about his attitude towards the woman, he addresses her as a "Granola

t9
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Cruncher" whose "essential at-center-life-is-just-a-cute-pet-bunny'' vision he dismisses as mere "intel-
lectual faccidiq;' (289). The 'pickup" technique which he employs and describes to his auditor is rypi-
cal of the self-reflexive strategies that have constantly been operating in ail the interviews. The reader,

who is put inside the text within the role of the listener, is therefore made aware of the possibiliry that,
as with all the other hideous men, the speakert "honesry" is potentially a trap whose real purpose is
deception.

Howevet this interview differs as it operates from multiple layers and numerous frames, where
a self-conscious businessman affempts to relate a womank unselfconscious experience about genuine
empathy. By narrating his experience of being persuaded by the womant narrative, he is, in effect, trying
to persuade his listener through a narrative about a narrative. With this complex and layered srructure,
\Tallace engages the reader in a story that affirms the power of empathy in the face of unimaginable
terror.

Throughout the interview, the speaker relates a story told to him by a woman about getting
picked up by a'psychotic sex criminal" (301). InitiallS he seems contemptuous of the womant clichdd
explanation that she felt an ominous "energy field" and "instantly knew in the depths of her soul that
the fellowt intention was to brutally rape, torture, and kill her" (294). However, there is a shift in tone
when he realizes that she has an "unexpected abiliry to recount [her experience] in such a way as ro
defect attention from herself" (296). Counterpoised to the 'hideous" ment narcissistic narrarives, rhe
womant effectual story-telling is characterized by her 'tincere . . . attempts to simply describe what it
must have felt like" (297).ThroWh the retelling of a womant earnest effort to tell her story through the
self-refexive narration ofa self-conscious storyteller, Wallace uses self-refexiviry to invite the reader ro
commit to an act of empathy.

The content of the woman's story mak6 this objective clear. She explains-or rarher, rhe
speaker explains that she explains-that she saves her life by using 'her penetrating focus ro...feel and
empathize with the sex offender's psychosis," piercing through his external facade ro "forc[e] a nascenr,

compassion-based connection between their souls," rendering him so emotionally defenseless that he
spared her life (302). By "choos[ing] to give herself sincerely and compassionately," she empathizes with
the rapist human-to-human and denies him "the abiliry to dominate and take," obliging him to see her
not as a mere object, but another human being (310). Through her story the woman demonstrates that
lovemaking demands communication and reciprocity: the walls of self-conscious deception can only
be broken down if lovers are able to empathize and establish a "genuine connection" with each other
(317).

As the businessman describes, the woman's "high degree of unself-conscious attention and
conc€ntration" is what makes her story succeed as it "helped [him] focus almost entirely on rhe anec-

dote itself and...imagine...what it must have felt like for her" (297,316). For the womant mysterious
act of empathy at the heart of the story to remain effective, it has to be protected from the "element of
self-consciousness" which would introduce "itself [as] an object of focus, like some sort of diffraction
or regress of self-consciousness and consciousness of self-consciousness," creating a chasm of emptiness
within and between individuals, resulting in a "division-a hole in the world" preventing the experience

of selfless emodonal connection (311-2).In lovemaking, this refraction creates a void between and leads

to greater isolation and self-absorption for both partners.

In each of the "interviews," the reader is exposed to men who employ "sham-honesry" to
conceal their self-absorption and relish in perpetuating masochistic or disingenuous practices while tak-
ing refuge in postmodern constructs. However, in B.I.#20, \Tallace emphasizes the fact that empathy,

the act of inhabiting other selves, is the only way ro transcend our own "divided and doubly complex"
interiors to reconnect with our hidden "true selves" (3l l ). Virhin a srory abour storFrelling, Wallace

pushes us to believe that storytelling itself can become a form of "focusing," an ingenious way to pierce

through the wall that divides onet own inviolate interior from that of onet lover, to enter that part of
the soul which still lives and breathes.
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CoNcr-usroN
Eight years after its publication there is more evidence now that we need writers like David

Foster'Wallace to awaken us from our virtud world slumber. W'ith the onslaught of realiry TV, where

voyeurs sit on their sofas and peep into the lives ofother people, where high priests ofself-help dish out
sound-bite therapy while rapt radio audiences listen in, the postmodern malaise of isolation affects us

more rhan ever. By narrating the experiences of the private lives of his characters, Vallace reveals how the

posrmodern display of self-consciousness is now a culture-wide phenomenon. In a sociery where the in-
tents of a serial rapist are similar to those of an experienced businessman, lovemaking is no longer an act

wherein one abandons self-consciousness and is able to find a genuine moment of uniry with another,

bur has become a means through which the postmodern "hideous" individual descends deeper into the

horrors of hyper-self-awareness and solipsism.

Through his work, \flallace forces us to objectifr the postmodern individual's experience and

draws our attention to the flaws of contemporary culture, using self-refexiviry as a vehicle to expand and

enrich the isolated interiors of his readers. He makes us work, and in that work reminds us that we are

alone and ought to do something about it. His writing disorientates, yet re-educates, the reader about

the absurdiry of our culrure by enacting a postmodernist critique on that culture. He exposes the perva-

sive nature ofcultural irony by ironizing it, a layered strategy which serves to detach the reader From the

diegetic universe ofthe text and create a space away from the destructive influence ofself-consciousness

where direct empathy can still exist.
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